
We know that wedding planning can be 
daunting – particularly when giant price tags 
dash your wedding dreams. So we’ve come up
with a way to provide premium wedding flowers
more economically.

If you like our work (think organic in feel, textured, 
and beautifully wild) and want to take advantage 
of Alex’s 12+ years working for major fashion labels, 
Fortune 500 companies, and designing florals for 
galas and weddings in some of the best known 
venues in NYC, but have a budget under $3,500, 
our Designer’s Choice option might be perfect for 
you. You will have inspired and original décor in a 
palette of your choice, at great value.

How does the Designer’s Choice option work? 
Easily.

1) Set up a 30 minute phone consultation 
and tell us about your style, your palette
and your vision.

2) Wait for your quote with basic mood board
3) Sign a contract and pay a $500 

save-the-date deposit
4) Sit back and relax, or focus on other things. All 

you need to do is believe in our work and our 
commitment to making your big day beautiful.

5) Pick up your flowers, or have us deliver and/or 
set up for additional fees.

DESIGNER’S CHOICE INCLUDES:

•A scheduled 30 minute phone consultation 
with Alex or a lead designer.

•A custom mood board and quote

*A  design review phone consultation the 
month before your wedding

•Palette of your choice and mixed, textural 
arrangements of seasonal flowers and greens, 
from our cutting gardens and local growers 
(during the growing  season).

* Flowers you can send your guests home with or
repurpose for brunch the next day.
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PERSONALS
Bridal Bouquet $185 Bridal Floral Comb $75 
Bridesmaid Bouquet $85 
Bridesmaid Nosegay $60
Bunch of loose Flowers for Hair $25 
Boutonnieres $20
Corsage (pin-on, or wrist) $45 
Flower Girl Basket $45
Flower Girl Crown $50

CEREMONY
Garden Style Ceremony Arrangements, 
per piece $350 
Flowering Branch Arrangement, $300 each 
Aisle Markers, per piece $30
Loose Petals for the Aisle $50
Arch/Trellis Décor $700—1,200, 
depending on dimensions
Chuppa Frame and Decoration 
$1,000—1650.00
*Set up and breakdown immediately following 
ceremony are built into Chuppah and Arch prices

RECEPTION DECOR
Bar or Escort Table Arrangements, $250 each
Small Branch Arrangement $150

TABLE DECOR
(Set up a phone call to discuss quantities)
Budvases, per piece $30
Small Centerpiece $95 
Medium Centerpiece $160
Larger Centerpiece (large low vase) $225 
Garland (priced per foot) $25

MISC. DECOR
Votive Candles (Case of 72) $125
Pillar Candles in Glass Cylinders (Cases of 12) 
3x3 per case $100
3x6 per case $135 
3x9 per case $175
Set up and breakdown following
ceremony

OPTIONAL SERVICES
Delivery $100 (50 mile radius)
Delivery of Personals and all Decor to the Venue,
arrangements packed securely in labeled boxes
and topped up with water, so they are ready to
be placed by your venue or friends and family.
Set Up (15% of subtotal of items other than 
Arch and Chuppah, as set up is included 
in price for these.
Breakdown: Next Day $100 / Late Night $250

(Please note that our minimum order for
Designer’s Choice orders is $500.00 before taxes and delivery)

Pricing below based on mixed garden style arrangements (unless otherwise 
described) in a color palette of your choice  that are organic, textured, 
beautiful but interesting, and a little bit wild.
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